A YEAR IN FRIENDSHIP

BUDDY JOURNAL
Congratulations on being paired with a Best Buddy!!

As you get to know each other this year, take some time to write about the fun things you do, and what you learn about each other. Make sure you both contribute to this journal, so you’ll always remember this special year in friendship.
What was your first thought when you met your buddy?

Want to get social?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE THING TO DO TOGETHER?

WANT TO GET SOCIAL?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
What surprised you about your buddy?

Want to get social? Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOUR BUDDY?

WANT TO GET SOCIAL?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
What do you have in common with your Buddy?

Want to get social?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
SHARE SOMETHING NEW YOU’VE LEARNED FROM YOUR BUDDY

WANT TO GET SOCIAL?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
What’s one wish you have for your Buddy?

Want to get social? Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
LIST THREE ADJECTIVES THAT DESCRIBE YOUR BUDDY

1. 
2. 
3. 

WANT TO GET SOCIAL?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
LIST THREE ADJECTIVES
THAT DESCRIBE YOUR BUDDY
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WANT TO GET SOCIAL?
Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch
Describe your favorite memory from this year.

Want to get social? Post your stories using the hashtags #BestBuddies #Shutterfly #ItsAMatch.